
Lancaster Farming, Saturday, November 28. 1998-C29»rvl M,

m.ssE y«rguso« Leola, PA 17540 Phone: (717) 656-2321
Anfj Located: 4 milat Waat of Naw Holland on Rt. 23.1 1/2 mllaa Northeast of Laola on tha No. Grotfdala Rd.. 1

I factors Ana uomoines m|| , on th# r|oht ODDO,|t, Groffdala Mannonlta Church.

The inside story
on the ultimate
harvesting machine.

MASSEY FERGUSON
8780 Rotor intake. Hardened auger

flighting moves crop from the
conical rotor intake area to the

threshing area

Grain tank. 230-bu tank has
folding extensions to reduce

combine height to just 148 in

I
Grain sample door. A • \

chute delivers the first 1'

bit of gram to the I
access opening to •ft

facilitate quicker '1
adjustments to \-

changmg conditions

Front feed beater. Patented
beater accelerates crops
leaving the feeder chain,

separates stones from th'
crop flow, and cop'”''

feeds the rotor thro
degrees to ei

perform.

Feeder sysi
Wide, 4-,

width matches*
the exceptional
rotor capacity

Downtime is
reduced with a

feed system
reverse,

operated frorti
within the cab, to

quickly clear
feed system and

header
Stone trap. Protects your
combine by capturing and

storing rocks for later
disposal.

Cleaning fan.
Monitor and
adjust fan
speed from the
cab to ensure
proper
cleaning under
changing
conditions.

Threshing area.
Hardened
threshing elements
smooth crop flow
while rasp bars rub
crops against the
concaves to

Concaves. Seven sections with
140 degrees of wrap provide
more than 2,200 in 2 of area for
gentle, yet complete threshing

efficiently dislodge
the gram

chaffer pan.
Delivers crop
from the gram
pan to the front

Returns system
Large augers and
elevator maintain
harvesting rates
in high-yeldmg
crops

Pressurized cleaning shoe. Front 8 in of
lower sieve area is nonadjustable airfoil
material Along with a large chaffer and
lower sieve, this produces a total cleaning
area of 6,815 in*

of the chaffer
to ensure full
utilization of
the cleaning
area

Sweeps, knives, and vanes. Rotor
sweeps ensure crop rotation generating
centrifugal force to separate remaining
grain Angled, stationary vanes above the Turret unloader. Buttons on the multifunction
rotor direct crop flow to the rear Knives handle in the right-side console let you swing
stir and break up crop bunches to help and engage the auger for 159-m discharge
ensure gram separation height and 239 in of reach from the combine

center

Rotor drive. Hydrostatic motor provides
precise digital control of rotor speeds A
rocker switch in the cab provides easy,

l-power rotor reversing

Separating grates. A full 180
degrees of wrap provides 2,241
in ? of separating area to
effectively separate remaining
gram

Direct discharge. Patented
system ejects residue directly
from the rotor without power-
robbing beaters for increased
operating efficiency, reliability
and straw quality

Residue disposal systems. Choose from
direct discharge for baling, dual-speed
chopper, dual-speed, hign-velocity chopper
for wider spread, and twin, dual-speed
spreader

MASSEY-FERGUSON

USED TRACTORS
Oliver 770 Gas Tractor
Farmall H Tractor
Farmall 400
MF 165Gas With Loader, 50HP
MF 1155 Tractor, 140HP
MF 399 with Loader, 95 HP
Kubota 81750 4x4,15 PTO HP 342 Hr,
IH 140with Belly Mower

DEMO TRACTORS
Model 3120-T, 2 Wheel Drive
MF 375 Tractor, 60 HP
MF8160 4x4,180 HP

USED COMBINES
Oliver 525 Combine with 2Row 38” Com

Head, 11’Gram Head $2,000
Like New MF 8460 with Hillside Cleaning 6Row

30" Com Head, 20 ftfloating Grain Head,
less than 200 hrs JUST IN

1996 MF 8570 4x4 Rotary Combine, 1,166 Hr,
with 863 Com Head JUST IN

PLOWS & TILLAGE
Oliver 5-16 Auto Reset Plow .

1HChisel, 7 Tooth, 3pt
IH 700 Plow 4x16 . . . ,

McConnel 6Row 30" Cultivator
JD 400 Rotary Hoe

HISC. EQUIPMENT
Buffalo 4-row Plateless Corn Planter 3pt
IH 510 Gram Drill
Brady 12Ft. Flail Shredder,
■tye 10’No Till Grain Drill..
HARDI3OOGallon Sprayer,

40”Folding Booms
New Holland Blower #25

Snow Blowers
In Stock

$1,400
$1,200
$1,900
$1,250
$1,400

$9OO
$2,200
$5,800
DEMO

$1,700
. $6OO

...$2,100

..$1,200
. $2,500
..$4,900
$11,500
$17,500
...$8,900
. $3,200


